
Auto Detailing

Auto detailing is the art of restoring a vehicle to it’s factory 
condition. Auto detailing is a long-process that involves 
cleaning and reconditioning of both interior and exterior of 
the car. The aim of this is to restore the paintwork by 
removing paint defects such as scratches,  swirl marks, 
oxidations etc  to make the car look brand new. Many 
wrongly understood that auto detailing is all about ceramic 
coating. In fact, ceramic coating is just an option in the 
protection stage of the vehicle detailing process.

3S Detailing Process
The auto detailing process includes various steps, these 
detailing steps can be grouped into 3 steps :- 

   DECONTAMINATION (wash & clean),
   RESTORATION (correction & polish),
   PROTECTION(wax, nano ceramic coatings & PPF).

This categorisation helps you to group the detailing steps 
without confusing and miss any of the steps in auto 
detailing process. The order of the detailing steps needs to 
be followed to avoid any confusion and possible misses. 

Step 01:  D E C O N (Wash & Clean)

Car washing & cleaning is the first step of your car 
detailing, which helps you to decontaminate your car from 
any dirt, stains and other surface pollutants like brake dust, 
industrial fallout, acid rain deposits and rail dust etc which 
can damage your car surface.
A daily-driven car is exposed to the elements, air-borne 
nasties are landing on your car; fallout, overspray, iron 
(ferrous) metal, bugs, tar, road film, tree sap and others, 
bonding to the paintwork and leaving it looking dull and 
feeling like sand paper. These nasties are called as 
contaminants and the process of this occurring as 
contamination.

Step 02: R E S T O R E  (Polish & Correction)

The paint defects can be removed by
polishing the paint surface using right
compounds and pads on a DualAction (DA)
polishing machine or a rotary polisher.

We use Rupes compounds, polishes and pads which are 
manufactured in Italy to correct the paint surface. We use DA 
course High performance cut with DA course wool pad to 
remove orange peel and deep scratches. To remove Severe 
scratches, swirls we use DA Fine high performance fine polish 
along with DA fine high Performance fine polishing foam pad 
on a DA polisher which will bring mirror finish for the paint 
surface.

WHEELS & TIRES: The wheels & tire cleaning also includes 
decontamination of brake dust, iron deposit & tar using specific 
cleaners like IRON FALLOUT and TAR REMOVER which are 
body safe and not only cleans but also restores the lost look. 
This process ensures your ride’s wheels are free from any iron 
contamination and break-dust, presence of which otherwise 
can corrode and damage the alloy wheels.

SALT & MINERAL DEPOSIT REMOVAL, LOGO CLEANING: 
All the dirt, salt and mineral deposits are removed from the 
body, especially from the logo using special body safe 
chemicals & special brushes. 
CAR WASH: The body is thoroughly washed using PH-neutral 
shampoo that’s safe on paints and coating, and will be dried 
using the waffle weave towel which will ensure no further 
streaks are induced on the paint surface.

TAR DECONTAMINATION: Vehicles usually collect large 
amounts of tar and asphalt contamination during daily use, 
these tar spots will be removed using TAR REMOVER.

CLAYING: After washing the car thoroughly to get rid of the 
surface contaminants, it will be later clayed to remove any 
further contaminants that are bonded with the paint and were 
not able to get removed by washing.
After this process, you ride will be completely free from any 
contaminants & dirt.

Unlike our competitions, the excellent combination of our 
compounds and pads enable us to use two-step correction in 
most of the situations and save a lots of clear coat on our 
customers cars.

This serves two purposes, it degreases the paint surface and 
removes the polish residue and the oil presented in the polishes, it 
also gives anti-static property, so the dust particles won’t settle on 
the surface and makes the surface oil-free and dust-free for a 
perfect coating. This process is very important as a coating requires 
a clean and bare paint surface to do a perfect chemical bonding.

PAINT PROTECTION: After Prepping the paint would be protected 
with the ceramic coating and wiped using suede microfiber cloth. 
Multiple layers will be added based on the chosen package.

TYRE The cleaned tires are dressed with water-based dresser 
which restores the shine and safeguards the rubber from cracking.
which can last 2-3 months as an add-on service if you want more 
durability and protection for the tyres.

Step 03: P R O T E C T (Wax & Nano ceramic coating)

The car surface should be sealed after the correction stage from any 
further abuse. Every surface of the car can be protected using 
special products.
PREPPING: After multiple steps of polishing are performed, it calls 
for a need of surgical-clean of the paint surface before any kind of 
protection is performed. The body will be wiped down with 
IPA(Isopropyl alcohol) for proper vehicle preparation before any 
protection application to the paint surface.

Maintenance & Endure

Car maintenance is also equally important and we emphasis this 
post-detailing process as a part of the car detailing process itself. 
Proper maintenance improves the durability of the protection.
Maintenance includes proper washing and cleaning with 
suggested products and process. There are wash&protect car 
shampoos which can wash and protect your car motorcycle in 
single-step. Applying silica-based maintenance spray for ceramic 
coatings prolongs the durability and enhances both gloss and 
repellency. Regular use allows to gain up to 90% of the regular 
durability of hydrophobic properties.

What is auto detailing?



Exterior valet services

Classic Wash Package

Services included in luxury package
Complete car claying
Finishing with high quality ceramic wax 

Luxury Wash Package (2stage foam wash)

Services included in premium package
Pre-wash with touchless shampoo(removes 90-95% road dirt, gnats 
without mechanical action)
Light Tar and bug removal
Window glass lip cleaning 
Wheel arches cleaning (brushing with solution) 
Monograms Cleaning (rust and mineral deposit cleaning (if applicable) 
Engine water rinsing and dressing 
Wiper fluid topup
Wiper blades cleaning 
Grills and panel gaps brushing 
Door shuts cleaning and degreasing 
Exterior Black trim scrubbing and dressing 
Finishing with Detailer spray

Premium Wash Package (single stage foam wash)

High pressure water rinsing
Complete exterior foam wash 
Underbody cleaning 
Tyres cleaning and dressing 
Alloy wheels cleaning 
Wheel arches water rinsing 
Door Frame wiping 
Window Glasses cleaning 
Exterior plastic dressing 
Drying with high quality microfiber towel and air blower 

Mid Sedan / Compact Suv

Sports Cars

Mini 

Large Sedan / Large Suv

400/-

450/-

500/-

600/-

Mid Sedan / Compact Suv

Sports Cars

Mini 

Large Sedan / Large Suv

800/-

850/-

900/-

1000/-

Mid Sedan / Compact Suv

Sports Cars

Mini 

Large Sedan / Large Suv

2200/-

2300/-

2400/-

2500/-



Interior valet services
Premium Package 

Carpet vacuuming 
Seats vacuuming 
Dashboard micro vacuuming  
Doors micro vacuuming 
Boot vacuuming 
Complete interior wipe with APC solution 
Glass cleaning 
Accelerator,brake or clutch paddel cleaning 
Interior dressing 
Floor Mats vacuuming and Cleaning

Luxury Package 

Services included in Premium package 
Plastic mats cleaning and dressing 
Dashboard cleaning 
Centre console cleaning 
Front doors cleaning 
Ac vents dusting  
Complete interior cleaning 

Classic Package

Services included in luxury package 
All doors cleaning and dressing 
Seats deep cleaning
Ac vents foam cleaning

Mid Sedan / Compact Suv

Mini 

Large Sedan / Large Suv

300/-

350/-

400/-

Mid Sedan / Compact Suv

Mini 

Large Sedan / Large Suv

600/-

650/-

700/-

Mid Sedan / Compact Suv

Mini 

Large Sedan / Large Suv

1600/-

1800/-

2000/-

Complete interior valet(Deep Cleaning)

Complete interior micro vacuuming
Ac vents foam cleaning
Headlining cleaning 
Dashboard cleaning 
Doors cleaning  
Seats remove and deep Cleaning 
Seat belt cleaning 
All plastic surfaces cleaning 

Carpet wet cleaning 
Fabric mats high pressure washing  
Plastic Mats Cleaning and dressing 
Boot cleaning 
Spare tyre cleaning (if tyre is placed 
in boot space) 

Mid Sedan / Compact Suv

Mini 

Large Sedan / Large Suv

3200/-

3500/-

4000/-
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MAKE YOUR CAR HAPPY WITH AN OVOSH

PREMIUM AUTOMOTIVE DETAILING

Book Your Slot Now
9 2 0 5 5  26 0 2 7

FOLLOW US

Paint Correction
Basic (Single Stage Polishing)

Premium exterior wash 
Paint chemically Decontamination 
Claying to remove all foreign contaminants such as Road tar, tree sap, 
road films, industrial fallout 
Door shuts deep cleaning 
Single stage paint enhancing polish to remove Light swirls marks and 
scratches 
Premium grade wax applying 
Wheel wax applying 
Plastic trim restoration 
Engine degreasing 

Mid Sedan / Compact Suv

Mini 

Large Sedan / Large Suv

4000/-

5000/-

6600/-

Major (Dual Stage Polishing)

Luxury exterior wash 
Mineral deposit remove from the panel gaps grills, chrome, etc 
Paint chemically Decontamination 
Claying to remove all foreign contaminants such as Road tar, tree sap, 
road films, industrial fallout 
Door shuts cleaning 
Dual stage polishing to remove Heavy swirl marks,marring,etching and 
moderate scratches
Ceramic wax applying 
Plastic trim restoration 
Engine degreasing

Mid Sedan / Compact Suv

Mini 

Large Sedan / Large Suv

7000/-

8000/-

9000/-

Detail (Triple Stage Polishing)

Services included in major correction
Mineral deposit remove from the panel gaps grills, chrome, etc 
Deeper scratches and defects wet sanded to remove (If possible)
Followed 3 stage polishing process 
6 month coating applying

Mid Sedan / Compact Suv

Mini 

Large Sedan / Large Suv

9000/-

10000/-

12000/-
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MAKE YOUR CAR HAPPY WITH OVOSH

PREMIUM AUTOMOTIVE DETAILING

Book Your Slot Now
9 2 0 5 5  26 0 2 7

FOLLOW US



Paint Protection Coatings 
Ceramic and Graphene coatings

Advanced coatings derived with nano-technology that help prevent environmental damages on your car’s precious paint. These coatings form a 9H or 10H hard crystallised layer 
on top of your vehicle’s clear coat and provide resistance against light scratches, chemical / acids and also protects the paint against harmful UV rays. You will also experience 
hydrophobic properties with the application of these coatings, which would avoid water markings to a great extent. These coatings are available with 1 2 3 and 5 year application 
warranty plans.�Choose from a range of Body, Wheel, Glasses and Plastic trim coatings here at Ovosh 3S detailing 

Note:
•    The life of coatings totally depend on the usage and handling of the vehicle.
•    No coating is scratch-proof and daily care is utmost necessary for the best appearance of your vehicle.
•    Ceramic coatings are built to resist light damages. To get the best life out of a ceramic coat, use clean microfibres and less TDS water for daily wiping and washing needs.
•    An annual maintenance is necessary for ceramic coated cars. This service is payable and helps get rid of damages and contaminants as much as possible.
•    Maintenance charges may change as per inflation and fluctuation in material pricing and its periodicity depends purely on usage and daily care from the customer’s end.
•    Discolouration, Patchiness and Cracking of coating is covered under application warranty. Ceramic coating’s warranty is not applicable on 3rd party painted panels and   
      ownership transfer.

Mid Sedan / Compact Suv

Mini 

Large Sedan / Large Suv

15000/-

18000/-

21000/-

19000/-

2 year

22000/-

25000/-

23000/-

3 year

26000/-

29000/-

30000/-

5 year 

32000/-

35000/-

1yearApplication warranty plans

Glass

Mid Sedan / Compact Suv

Mini 

Front glass any car

Large Sedan / Large Suv

4000/-

2000/-

4500/-

5000/-

Alloy

18”-20”

15”-17”

12”-14”

21”-24”

8000/-

6000/-

10000/-

12000/-


